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E-LEARNING CAN HELP GIVE

YOUR BUSINESS THE EDGE

The global COVID-19 pandemic caused major interruptions to the way we work, live and learn. Social distancing was and still is encouraged in our daily lives and the
ramifications thereof have also reached into the classroom and learning sphere. The importance of learning
and upskilling remained significant even throughout
the lockdown, despite the lockdown causing a disruption to contact learning. To address the disruption
caused, business had to adapt to online and remote
learning platforms.
In an article by Michael Gullan writing for Bizcommunity,
four e-learning trends are identified that can help give
your business the edge over competitors.

Social Learning
Social learning is a learning approach that is
human-centric and focused on collaboration and discussion among employees. It can help employees grasp
information quicker and can be used for team building
initiatives. The new update to Microsoft Teams allows
for break-out rooms which is great for smaller discussions between teams when there is a large e-learning
class taking place.

Microlearning
Microlearning is focused on breaking information down
into smaller and more manageable sizes. The idea is not
to overwhelm employees with too much information all
at once, but rather to have the information given on a
smaller more interactive scale to assist employees with
the retention of the information and its application.

Personalised learning
This form of learning caters to the different learning
styles of employees. It allows for learning to be completed in the employees own time and pace which puts less
pressure on those who may find one aspect challenging
and gives more freedom to those who want to skip
ahead.

Gamification
Gamification can be an effective way to keep employees
engaged and enhance their learning experience.
Rewards, leader boards and achievement badges can be
used to promote competitiveness and push forward the
desire to complete the e-learning and share accomplishments with others.
The ability to adapt to online and remote learning for
your employees means they will be engaged, upskilled
and ready to perform and apply their skills to their work.
In a tight economic and competitive market this could
be the edge your business needs to nudge out the competition.
Article by: Michael Gullan
https://www.bizcommunity.com/Article/196/659/212809.html
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ALL ABOUT PERSPECTIVE:

CHANGING YOUR FOCUS

One of the biggest issues leaders face in an organization is hitting a plateau. Even after months of sales
gains or a period of production increases, once growth
starts to wane, it can be hard to not only understand
why but also what to do next. That is why innovation
has been one of the main areas of emphasis for C-suite
executives over the past few years.

Analyze How You Arrived Where You Are
Before you figure out how to
change your perspective, it’s
important to look at the steps
you took that got you where you
are. Take an inventory of the
past few goals your organization
has achieved. How close did you
get to achieving them? What
steps did you take to reach
those goals? If your organization
has struggled with the past few
goals, what were the causes of
your shortcomings? Were the
goals unattainable? Did they not
take market conditions into
consideration? Understanding
what drove your company to its current state is key to
knowing how to move forward and grow.

Consider Non-Business Variables
This past year was unlike any we’ve seen. Businesses
that were open for decades were forced to shut their
doors due to the COVID-19 pandemic, causing a global
economic crisis. No one could have predicted this
happening, and it’s impossible to plan for non-business
variables. So when looking at missed goals or
plateaued success, take into account outside factors.
You may have set the right goals for your company or
had an excellent process in place, but just had pure bad
luck when dealing with outside factors. Moving
forward, companies will be more equipped to handle
variables like the ones we experienced in 2020. Shift
your focus on the future with the knowledge of the past.

Change Your Goals to Fit the Current Situation

After analyzing your past goals and considering factors
outside of your normal purview, now is a great time to
rewrite your goals or growth vision for your company.
The values and mission of your organization shouldn’t
change, but how you achieve them may need to be modified. Understand that the “what you do” and the “why you
do it” are the constant; however, the “how you do it” can
be updated, shifted, or changed altogether to fit where
you are as a company and
the temperature of the
current business climate.

Focus on Innovation
In a study by Moorhouse,
since 2017, there has been a
67% increase in companies
that have increased funding
for innovation and change
initiatives; and there has
been an 18% increase in
companies that say they
have the culture in place to
embrace change. This new
focus on innovation and
change initiatives shows a shift in the business outlook
over the next few years. Simply put, you must adapt or
perish.
However, shifting your organization’s focus on innovation isn’t simply creating new technology. It’s about
working on initiatives and processes to be more efficient
and productive than your competitors. Henry Ford factitiously pointed this out: “I see no advantage in these new
clocks. They run no faster than the ones made 100 years
ago.” Ford was an innovator and changed manufacturing
for good with the advent of the assembly line. When
shifting your perspective to break past a plateau, look at
ways to hit your goals with a Henry Ford mindset. Even if
you had a down year, maybe you’re closer to a breakthrough than you think. Maybe the “what” and “why” are
in place, but the “how” just needs a little shift. It’s all
about perspective.
James C. Price - Refresh Leadership
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RECRUIT AND RETAIN

Although buildings, warehouses, product inventory, and
other assets may be essential to most businesses, the
truth is that no business can survive without a strong
workforce. Employees are an organization’s most
important asset; and building a productive and engaged
workforce is key to lasting success.

However, recruiting and retaining the right workers for
your organizational culture is easier said than done.
When building the best workforce, it is crucial for quality
recruitment and strong retention to be a company’s
central goal.

Recruiting
While there are many factors that go into hiring decisions, it can all boil down to three main qualities
successful leaders search for: skills, experience, and
cultural fit. All are important in attracting the best person
for the position.
Skills and Experience
According to Small Biz Genius, a corporate job posting
attracts on average 250 CVs, and yet, recruiters review
each CV for about 10 seconds. It’s important to know
exactly what you’re looking for in a candidate without
settling. Their CV is a great place to identify those who
wouldn’t have the hard skills or experience necessary for
being successful in a job role. Even if a candidate
doesn’t seem to have exactly what you need, hard skills
can be learned or developed; however, soft skills are a
bit more difficult.
Cultural Fit
Beyond the hard skills and relevant expertise, dive
deeper into the candidates’ volunteer work or relative
experience for cues into their personality, values, and
commitments. Sometimes, a recruiter can see if the
candidate fits the company mould simply through their
cover letter and volunteer service; however, successful
hiring managers take it to the next level during the interview process to determine who’s the best cultural fit.
Ensuring a candidate fits the company culture of an
organization is the key to building engagement for both
the new employee, and their new co-workers they will be
working with every day.

Retention

After hiring quality employees and building up a strong
workforce, it’s imperative to grow engagement and build
morale to ensure a high percentage of employee retention. Maintaining a happy and engaged workforce starts
with the onboarding process and continues through
open communication and development.
Onboarding
Employee onboarding is the process a company takes a
newly hired worker through during their first few weeks
to months to set them up for success at the company.
Most employees aren’t able to start at 100% on day one.
Companies must first introduce them to the culture,
develop their acumen for the business’ specific traits
and values, and train them to reach their full potential
within the system. According to Glassdoor, great
employee onboarding can improve employee retention
by 82%. However, Digitate found that a negative
onboarding process can result in a new employee being
twice as likely to search for a different job.
Communication and Recognition
According to a study by The Harris Poll, 91% of employees say communication is the number one crucial skill
that their employers lack. The poll found that 57% of
employees say they don’t receive clear instructions and
39% don’t receive constructive feedback. When leading
a team, it is important to communicate clearly and
develop employees. Without clear instruction, employees may be set up to fail. Likewise, without constructive
feedback, employees are likely to fall into a state of
arrested development.
In the same study, employees claimed that the top type
of communication that most affected their employers’
leadership was in not recognizing employees’ achievements. Employee recognition is a powerful tool to help
build confidence, a culture of uplifting others, and
strengthening morale, which are all key in maintaining
high retention levels.

Recruit and Retain
Building a highly productive workforce is essential to
maintain a competitive advantage and lasting success
for your business.
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NATIONAL
MINIMUM
WAGE
Effective 1 March 2021

NATIONAL MINIMUM WAGE
INCREASES AS OF 1ST MARCH 2021
On Monday 8 February 2021 the new National Minimum
Wage (NMW) was published and will increase from
R20.76 to R21.69. This is an increase of 4.5% and will
take effect on 1 March 2021.

Public works programme

The gazette also provides increases for other workers
as follows:

Other increases

Farm Workers
Farm workers are entitled to a minimum wage of R21.69
per hour. Farm workers wages equal the national minimum wage with a 16% increase from R18.68 to R21.69.

Domestic Workers
Domestic workers are entitled to a minimum wage of
R19.09 per hour.

Workers employed on an expanded public works
programme are entitled to a minimum wage of R11.93
per hour.

We also saw increases in Learnership Allowances, Contract Cleaning and the Wholesale and retail sectoral
determinations.

The Earnings Threshold
Another significant change is the increase in the remuneration/earnings threshold. The earnings threshold will
increase from R205,433.30 to R211,596.30. This is a 3%
increase and will affect various BCEA working time
arrangements such as overtime and certain Labour
Relations Act provisions.
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